Delayed Diagnosis

Adult metachromatic leukodystrophy with an unusual relapsing – remitting course
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Summary: A 46 year old woman had a relapsing–remitting course of hemiparesis, disorientation, paraparesis and seizures, followed by progressive dementia, spasticity and ataxia. Computed tomography at onset showed a parietotemporal hypodense area with diffuse mottled enhancement obliterating the lateral ventricle. Subsequent scans demonstrated symmetric periventricular non-enhancing hypodensities, progressive ventricular enlargement and atrophy. Adult metachromatic leukodystrophy was diagnosed on the basis of low leukocyte arylsulphatase A level and metachromatic material accumulation at neural nerve biopsy.

Introduction

Adult metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD) presents with personality changes, emotional lability, schizophrenic-like disorder, memory and thinking deterioration and reduced visual–spatial discrimination.¹² The course is slowly progressive lasting several years or even decades¹²–³ leading to severe dementia, spastic quadriaparesis, blindness and mutism. We wish to report a case of adult MLD presenting in an unusual course as a chronic relapsing encephalomyelopathy.

Case report

A 46 year old woman was admitted to the department of neurology for the evaluation of a febrile illness with mental changes, dizziness and vomiting of 8 days duration. The past history was unremarkable and no family member had neurological or psychiatric disorders. Her temperature was 37.8°C and there was mild nuchal rigidity. She was well oriented but short-term and intermediate memory were disturbed and calculation and abstraction capacities markedly reduced. Several days later she developed a right hemiparesis. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure was 200 mm of water with 15 lymphocytes per mm³ and normal chemical analysis, culture was negative and herpes antibody titre not significantly raised. Electroencephalogram (EEG) showed left temporal slow wave activity. Computed tomography (CT) demonstrated wide diffuse hypodense areas in the left frontal and temporal lobes with mottled enhancement after contrast medium injection (Figure 1a–c). Left carotid angiography showed a mild left to right midline shift and irregular tortuous delicate arteries in the temporal lobe. She was diagnosed as having meningoencephalitis, and treated with steroids. After an acute psychotic reaction these were replaced by antipsychotic agents. Phenytoin was added because of grand mal seizures. She recovered over several weeks with abnormal neurological findings and only slight parietotemporal hypodense areas with no mass effect and symmetric ventricles on repeated CT (Figure 1d).

A week later severe proximal weakness of the lower limbs with difficulty in walking developed rapidly. Severe weakness of the iliopsoas muscles, moderate weakness of the glutei and mild distal weakness were noted but upper limb strength was normal. Deep tendon reflexes were more active on the right side and plantar responses were flexor. There was loss of position sense in the lower
Figure 1  CT scans at various stages of the disease. 

a–c. Contrast enhanced CT at onset showing bilateral white matter hypodensities, much more pronounced on the left side, with small areas of enhancement. 

d. After recovery from the acute episode only a small left hypodense area remained.

e–g. Following CT scans demonstrate bilateral periventricular hypodense areas. 

h, i. Marked cortical atrophy and ventricular enlargement are apparent.
extremities. She was disoriented, apathetic with defective memory. Laboratory studies including creatine kinase level were normal. EEG showed bilateral diffuse slow (3–4 s) wave activity. CSF analysis yielded 20 lymphocytes per mm³, 375 mg/dl protein and normal glucose level. Oligoclonal IgG was not present. CT demonstrated bilateral frontal and left parietal white matter hypodensities (Figure 1e,f). Common peroneal and posterior tibial nerve conduction velocities were 40–48 m/s. Occasional fibrillations/fasciculations were seen on electromyography of lower limbs. On treatment with 60 mg prednisone daily there was gradual improvement of strength and mental status. She became oriented, was able to walk on a wide base with almost normal strength in all muscles, however, a mild cognitive impairment remained. Repeated EEG, CSF analysis and brain CT were unchanged.

After six months of relatively good functioning at home, she developed acute severe weakness of the right upper limb and mild proximal weakness of the lower. Tendon reflexes were hyperactive on the right with extensor plantar response. Results of EEG, lumbar puncture and CT of brain were similar to those on previous admissions. Weakness improved within 2 weeks but her mental status gradually deteriorated, ataxia, dysarthria and mild spasticity of lower limbs persisted. CT showed diffuse symmetric ventricular enlargement with periventricular hypodensities (Figure 1g). There was a mild diffuse slowing of nerve conduction velocity. Sural nerve biopsy examined by light microscope showed accumulation of metachromatic granules in Schwann cells, in macrophages and between nerve fibres, as well as demyelinization and mild axonal loss. Electron microscopy revealed multiple inclusion bodies in Schwann cell cytoplasm, and axonal demyelination (Figure 2). Arylsulphatase A in leukocytes was 18.7 nmol/mg protein/h (normal 73–199 nmol/mg protein/h).

A further gradual deterioration followed with increased dementia, spasticity, ataxia and epileptic seizures. CT showed cortical atrophy and marked ventricular enlargement (Figure 1h,i).

Discussion

The unusual course of this patient’s disease led to a 2 year delay in making the diagnosis. Metachromatic leukodystrophy was suspected only when progressive dementia developed accompanied by diffuse nerve conduction slowing; the diagnosis was then established by low leukocyte arylsulphatase A levels and the presence of metachromatic deposits in sural nerve biopsy. All previous case reports have noted a pattern of intellectual deterioration and behavioural changes progressing rapidly over several years in some patients and in others slowly over decades. However, to the best of our knowledge, manifesting with relapsing and remitting focal and generalized neurological signs.

CT findings in MLD are bilateral symmetric non-enhancing frontal and parietal hypodensities and ventricular enlargement. In contrast, our patient’s CT at onset showed asymmetric hypodense areas with mottled enhancement and obliteration of the lateral ventricle (Figure 1a–c), suggesting a mass effect. Such changes, not described previously, correlate with the acute onset and asymmetric clinical signs. Only at later stages did the CT show bilateral symmetric hypodense periventricular areas, gradual ventricular enlargement and cortical atrophy. These findings are in accordance with previous observations of sequential scans suggesting 3 stages of CT features: normal, white matter hypodensities and finally atrophy.

CSF analysis in previously reported cases was normal except for mildly elevated protein values. Several lumbar taps in our patient yielded mild pleocytosis and occasionally increased protein levels, compatible with an inflammatory response at the acute onset and during the relapsing course. This concept is further strengthened by the clinical improvement after steroid therapy. However, the pathogenesis of acute exacerbations is obscure.

We suggest that adult MLD should be included in the differential diagnosis of white matter abnor-
malities in CT, even if they are asymmetric, enhancing or appear to have mass effect. With the advent of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), white matter abnormalities may be diagnosed earlier and probably more specifically, than by CT. In 2 patients reported with adult MLD, MRI showed widespread periventricular high intensity T2 signals, more diffuse than those observed by CT.8,9 Unfortunately MRI was not available for this patient.
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